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Bylaws & Policies
Report by Stephanie Bannon.

Bylaws: After discussions during the Strategic Planning meeting on September 27, 2020 an updated complete revision of 
the Bylaws was posted to the Google Drive on September 27, 2020. Currently waiting for further discussion with the goal 
of presenting them to the membership at the February 2021 meeting.

Policies: The policy “Everyone in charge of a food service area and their immediate staff are required to have an ANSI-
Accredited Food Handlers Certificate. At-con volunteers are exempted from this requirement.” was adopted by a board 
vote on September 14, 2020 and subsequently posted in the Facebook group for Bylaws and Polices. Financial Policies are 
in the works for future discussion.

Database
Report by Woody Bernardi.

Database regarding LepreCon, Inc. Snailmail and email Lists, compiled by attendees/members of past LepreCons and 
WesterCon 70 (aka: ConAlope).

Having volunteered to take over this project as of the November 2019 Quarterly Meeting, this is still a work in progress. 
While there has not been any new work done on this project in the last quarter, there has been some work done 
previously.

LepreCon 45 Membership Contact Information. Paul forwarded this spreadsheet to me on 12/20/2019. I’m mentioning it 
here to ensure that the reporting is included in the LepreCon, Inc. Archives.

LepreCon, Inc. Master Database. Paul forwarded this spreadsheet to me on 12/21/2019.

In January I began to explore the possibility of using Google Sheets to manage our Database and I reached out to a 
representative to inquire about some specifics, such as security of PPI (Personal Proprietary Information) and did get a 
return email. I will work on pursuing that for inclusion in my next Quarterly Report.

In April Paul forwarded some information regarding “SellerLabs”, a company which offers tools for managing customer 
data. I’ll reach out to them to see what they offer and look at the possibility that there would be a charge and also their 
level of security.

Financial Review
Report by Hal C. F. Astell.

I’m scanning documents and focusing in on a period in 2012 when major changes happened. I still hope to have a lot of 
this done by the AGM.

Fundraising
Report by Woody Bernardi.



I reached out to Group Raise a number of times over the Summer. They are continuing to do fundraising events which 
require each participant to order food for take out from a participating restaurant. LepreCon could then benefit by 
receiving a percentage of the revenue from those who purchase takeout from that restaurant, as part of a fundraising 
event which we organize. We have not taken advantage of this opportunity as yet.

Amazon Smile: Not sure why Amazon Smile provides the information the way the do, but It shows how much I personally
have generated, through my own purchases, with LepreCon, Inc. As my chosen Charity. Then it shows how much 
LepreCon, Inc. has received as of August 2020. My last Quarterly Report I reported a total of $22.61. Since I’m not clear if 
the August figure includes what we have received year to date (from January 1, 2020), I’ll subtract the May figure. I’ll then
add the figure which I have generated as of October 13, 2020.

I have generated $2.63 as of October 13, 2020. LepreCon, Inc. has received $27.73, as of August 2020. LepreCon, Inc. had 
received $22.61, as of May 2020. So From June to October 13, 2020, LepreCon, Inc. has received $7.75.

Google
Report by Paul Tanton.

During the 1st quarter, Paul Tanton performed the following as Google Admin:

• Moderated spam.

• Set up Google Meet for July Coordinator Meeting, August Membership Meeting, September Strategic Planning 
Committee Meeting, October Coordinator Meeting, and November Membership Meeting.

• Forwarded appropriate messages sent to our Contact Us eddress.

• Forwarded PayPal notification to secretary in lieu of a treasury report.

• Unsubscribe us from all iPower mailing lists.

• Set up GMass for August annual meeting notifications.

• Created lep47webdev@, lepreconinc@, conflagration@, lep47treasure, lep47reg, lep47consuite, zachary@, and 
micky@.

• Updated Lep48 concom list in LepIncMngmnt.

• Set up Google Calendar event for Officer & Coordinator Reports Due for July through September 2020 @ Thu Oct 
15, 2020.

• Read G Suite/Cloud Identity Data Processing Amendment updated to address the invalidation of EU-US Privacy 
Shield.

• Crafted 4th quarter report.

• Confirmed Stephanie was able to resolve her email client issues with her leprecon.org account.

• Read and forwarded [Action Required] Remove internal links to the G Suite Domain Contact page for your 
organization.

• Reset password for micky@ and zachary@.

• Read [Update] All G Suite users will be moving to the new Google Groups experience and enabled Collaborative 
Inbox as well as Shared Labels for Lep46 and Lep47 eddresses as part of the new Google Groups experience.

• Read [Update] Google Meet advanced feature free period ending September 30, 2020.

• Read [Update] Google Drive trash items will be automatically deleted after 30 days starting on October 13, 2020.



• Read [Action Required] More admin control over video conferencing behavior for end users in Google Calendar 
starting October 13, 2020.

Looking forward to the 2nd quarter, Paul reports as Google Admin:

• Awaiting the release of Lep46 concom eddresses to convert to Lep47 concom eddresses for conchair, hotel, 
artshow, dealers, guests, program, games, and volunteers.

• Determine if KonOpas might/might not need an account for Gsuite.

• All other Google Drive files not already in GSuite will need to be migrated there.

LepreCon 46
Report by Mark Boniece.

Two outstanding checks I am aware of. Will contact Kevin again.

LepreCon 47
Report by Woody Bernardi.

During the months of July and August, 2020, I negotiated with three different hotels regarding a contract for a Physical 
LepreCon 47. In August, I signed a contract with the Hilton Garden Inn/Home 2 Suites, by Hilton, Phoenix/Tempe ASU 
Research Park. I subsequently canceled the contract.

Also during this time I attended a virtual panel hosted by Comic-Con International, San Diego and an Open Filk Event at 
C’monfluence the Musical, a virtual Filk Con hosted by Parsec. Parsec is “Pittsburgh’s Premier Science Fiction & Fantasy 
Organization”. https://parsec-sff.org/

Virtual Platforms: I attended a webinar hosted by Whova to explore the possibility of using their platform for a virtual 
programming at Lep47. At this time I was still considering doing a physical con with some virtual programming added. 
Whova does not do live streaming, they offer tools for recording programming then load them into other programs, like 
FB, You Tube, etc... I explored other potential virtual platforms, such as Google Meets; Zoom; Discord

Physical vs. Virtual: Between the middle of August and throughout the month of September, I conferred with members of
the LepreCon, Inc. Board of Directors and general members regarding the advisability of planning a physical convention 
in this Pandemic Environment.

I recruited a Treasurer for the Lep 47 ConCom. My current ConCom now consists of the following: ConChair: Woody 
Bernardi. Treasurer: Micky Williams. Gaming Coordinator: Tony Padegimas. WebDev: Zachary Alvarez. Programming: 
Samira Bouakka.

LepreCon 48
Report by Dee Astell.

On Aug. 12, 2020 due to personal reasons I stepped down as chair for LepreCon 48.

LepreCon 49
Report by Kathy Richardson.



Elected as COO for #49 in 2023. Asked several people to be on my committee. Three people have volunteered their 
services. Looking for a treasurer. Will hold a committee meeting in Jan 2021 to discuss the topic, logo, guests and costs.

Positions
Report by Stephanie Bannon.

A copy of convention position descriptions was sent to Kathy Richardson, LepreCon 49 COO, on August 5, 2020. Corporate 
Officer position descriptions are in the works for future discussion.

Quartermaster
Report by Mark Boniece.

No change.

Secretary
Report by Hal C. F. Astell.

Online business:

• Hal Astell asked for quarterly reports. Some were received. He uploaded to the website. Some discussion.

• Mark Boniece shared the deadlines that the board set for LepreCon 47 at the previous Coordinators Meeting.

• Woody Bernardi shared that our Amazon Smile account has generated $22.61, as of May 2020. Paul Tanton later 
added that we’d received $5.12 more for the prior quarter.

• Woody Bernardi detailed that he’d completed the application to allow donations in our Facebook group. The 
response from Facebook disallowed us from doing so because our business address is a PO Box.

• Woody Bernardi shared that he’d registered for C’monfluence the Musical, a virtual filk event. Beyond doing so 
to enjoy the event, this will help understand how virtual events work (or don’t).

• Paul Tanton shared videos and webinars about hosting virtual events or virtual parties at events, information 
about Click-N-Ship at the USPS and a notice from Gsuite about active links.

• Some discussion about meeting announcement e-mails and social media events.

• Woody Bernardi asked who’s on the Street Team. Paul Tanton answered that it’s the two of them plus Mark 
Boniece.

• Woody Bernardi shared a working statement about LepreCon 47. Some discussion about it and the offers of 
volunteer support that were posted on the Facebook thread about it.

• Woody Bernardi asked for a list of passthrus to LepreCon 47 and their dollar amount. This was provided by Dee 
Astell and Kevin McAlonan.

• Hal Astell asked about the /lep47 folder, given that it’s empty but Woody had mentioned working on it with his 
convention webmaster. Zach Alvarez forwarded files he couldn’t upload, so Hal uploaded them and reset the ftp 
password. 

• Woody Bernardi shared a hotel contract for LepreCon 47. Some discussion, which prompted a number of people 
asked for a budget. Much discussion followed, including some concerns about communication. Woody shared a 



preliminary budget. Shared concern about whether Woody has signed one or other hotel contract, without the 
necessary board approval (as per the deadlines document) but then backed out of it. Much discussion.

• Hal Astell shared that he’d made all necessary uploads and changes to the website after the Annual Membership 
Meeting.

• Paul Tanton shared what current financial information he can look up, as we were without a treasurer’s report 
at the Annual Membership Meeting. Others added minor details.

• Woody Bernardi raised issues with consuites ongoing due to COVID. Some discussion. This led to a motion to 
create a policy requiring anyone in a LepreCon consuite to have a food handler’s card. 

• Dee Astell announced her resignation from being chair of LepreCon 48. Kathy Richardson asked if she was also 
resigning from the LepreCon, Inc. board. Dee replied that she was not.

• Stephanie Bannon made a number of observations about the current state of affairs. Some discussion.

• Woody Bernardi started two threads, one about moving forward from here and another about supporting 
memberships. Both turned into a long discussion about whether a physical convention was viable for 2021, both 
because of COVID-19 and how late in the day we’ve got, eventually turning into a push for LepreCons 47 and 48 
to become virtual fan gatherings only with one guest and one track of programming. This was decided for 47. 
Discussion then turned to software with which to make this happen.

• Paul Tanton shared timelines set at the previous Strategic Planning Meeting and applied them to LepreCons 46 
to 49.

• Paul Tanton shared that H. Paul Honsinger, author and regular panelist at local conventions, passed away due to 
COVID-19.

• Hal Astell shared three decisions made at the Coordinators Meeting. The first was to accept a budget for 
LepreCon 47 totalling $39.98 for Zoom expenses. The second is that LepreCon 48 should be virtual but LepreCon 
49 would aim to be a physical event. The third is that passthroughs will run from LepreCon 46 to LepreCon 49.

• Kathy Richardson shared information about non-profits and boards being sued. Some discussion.

The following are eligible to stand for office (including those already in office): Dee Astell, Hal C. F. Astell, Stephanie L. 
Bannon, Len Berger, Woody Bernardi, Mark Boniece, Craig Dyer, Kevin McAlonan, Marguerite Murray, Kathy Richardson, 
Andrea Rittschof, Duncan Rittschof, Jim Strait, Gary Swaty and Paul Tanton. This list adds Marguerite Murray and Gary 
Swaty, but drops Sue Uttke.

Proxy rates per meeting, averaged annually, are 18.7 in 2012, 12.5 in 2013, 12.3 in 2014, 10.5 in 2015, 8.0 in 2016, 8.8 in 
2017, 3.5 in 2018, 2.5 in 2019 and 2.3 in 2020.

Conflict of Interest Policy and Annual Statement forms are on file for all board members, officers and coordinators. 
LepreCon 45 and 46 committee members are covered by staff forms. LepreCon 45 forms are on file. 14 LepreCon 46 forms 
are on file.

Contract on file for LepreCon 46 are hotel, David Ayres, Margaret & Kristoph, Robert McCammon, Weston Ochse 
(unsigned), James Owen and Dr. David A. Williams. Nothing has been received for LepreCons 47 or 48, but nothing is 
expected now they’re to be virtual events.

Social Media
Report by Dee Astell.



Attended Strategic Planning Meeting and offered advice on what items needed updating for LepreCon 47 on convention 
group page.

Social Media summaries for July 1st to September 30th, 2020:

Facebook Groups and Pages

LepreCon Sci Fi Convention FB Group: 547 Total Members. 127 Active Members.
LepreCon, Inc. FB Page: 695 Likes, 676 follows. Average 10 post reach this period.

Facebook Events

LepreCon, Inc. July 2020 Coordinators Meeting: 135 people reached; 18 responses
LepreCon, Inc. August 2020 Annual Membership Meeting: 179 people reached; 8 responses
LepreCon, Inc. October 2020 Coordinators Meeting: 203 people reached; 10 responses
LepreCon, Inc. November 2020 Coordinators Meetings: 149 people reached, 10 responses

LepreCon, Inc. Twitter

Your Tweets earned 2.5K impressions over this 91 day period, 211 followers.

Jul 2020 summary: Tweets 1, Tweet impressions, 952, Profile visits 20, New followers 2
Aug 2020 summary: Tweets 1, Tweet impressions 846, Profile visits 22, New followers 1
Sep 2020 summary: Tweets 1, Tweet impressions 674, New followers 1

Conflagration Twitter

Your Tweets earned 31 impressions over this 91 day period, 61 followers.

Jul 2020 summary: Tweet impressions 10, Profile visits 0, New followers 0
Aug 2020 summary:  Tweets 1, Tweet impressions 21, New followers 0
Sep 2020 summary: Tweet impressions 7, Profile visits 7, New followers 1

Statutory Agent
Report by Kevin McAlonan was not received.

Strategic Planning
Report by Mark Boniece.

There was a Strategic Planning Committee Meeting on 09/27/20. Present were all voting board members, Hal, who is 
Secretary, and Stephanie, who is in charge of the Bylaws Committee.

 1. Required things for Lep 47 on this date: virtual venue decision, budget. Went over submitted budget, which was 
not applicable, so Hal created a new simplified budget.

 2. Decisions on how corp memberships and passthroughs handled for Lep 47. Rollover memberships and 
passthroughs will go to Lep 49. Corp memberships will be addressed with bylaws changes.

 3. Voted to approve simplified budget submitted by Hal, and platform selection of Zoom. 5-0-0.

 4. Voted to approve Lep 47 and Lep 48 being virtual conventions and Lep 49 being physical. 5-0-0.



 5. Discussed changes to bylaws and policies. Many changes were discussed in order to simplify and enhance the 
corporate structure.

 a) Dispensing with President, Vice President, etc. Roles associated with convention chairs.

 b) Getting rid of corporate memberships related to convention memberships entirely, because management is 
cumbersome, and causes difficulties getting things done.

 c) Looked at corporate board responsibilities on Corporation Commission website which include fiduciary 
responsibilities.

 d) It was suggested that there be 5 voting members of the board with 2 year terms, staggered election. 
Chairman of the board would lead meetings, and would be elected amongst the voting board members. 
Treasurer and secretary, quartermaster, etc. would be corporate officers, but not board members. 
Convention chair responsibilities and elections are independent of board positions.

 e) Membership categories were discussed at great length, Consensus seemed to be to have active and passive 
status levels. The terms dormant and inactive were also discussed.

 f) Membership is approved by the board after application is submitted. Fee is paid upon application approval 
by the board.

 g) Further discussion on this topic will continue at the October 19 Coordinators meeting. Plans are to work out 
final versions of changes and submit to membership for vote at soonest possible member meeting.

 6. Discussed date consistency in future. It was suggested that in order to market conventions properly, and have 
predictability for attendees, consistency in dates was a good idea. Could have guidelines aiming to have 
convention around a particular date or time frame. June is generally bad because of overlap with Comicon (sic 
transit). MLK day has potential conflict with Darkcon, and might make some fans unhappy. St. Patrick’s Day and 
President’s Day might have a lot of competition. No real conclusions or decisions were made on this subject.

 7. Lep 47 information on Facebook and website need to be updated to reflect agreed to focus and virtual format.

 8. John Grigg is still on Strategic Planning committee list, but has moved out of the country and has not 
participated for a long time, so it is time to remove him from list.

 9. Date was set for next Strategic Planning Committee of December 6th 2020.

Street Team
Report by Mark Boniece.

No change.

Treasurer
Report by Kevin McAlonan was not received.

During the 1st quarter, Paul Tanton is aware of the following as Chairman of the Board of Directors and Google 
Administrator:

• AmazonSmile administered $5.12 on 20 August for purchases made between 01 April and 30 June.

• PayPal legal agreements are undergoing these upcoming changes:
https://www.paypal.com/us/webapps/mpp/ua/upcoming-policies-full

• Account status as of 15 October:

https://www.paypal.com/us/webapps/mpp/ua/upcoming-policies-full


• LepInc Checking: $1,155.75.

• W70 Checking: $551.00.

• LepInc Savings: $5,361.94.

• PayPal: $0.00.

Website
Report by Hal C. F. Astell.

I updated meetings and documents, as usual. I uploaded some files to the LepreCon 47 folder for Zach Alvarez, who was 
unable to do so. I reset the password for the LepreCon 47 ftp account and the convention has been able to update since.
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